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Performing Arts
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Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Cr1.1.5a Improvise rhythmic, melodic, and harmonic ideas, and explain connection to specific purpose and context
(such as social, cultural, and historical).
MU:Cr1.1.5b Generate musical ideas (such as rhythms, melodies, and accompaniment patterns) within specific related
tonalities, meters, and simple chord changes.
DA:Cr1.1.5a Build content for choreography using several stimuli (for example, music/sound, text, objects, images,
notation, observed dance, experiences, literary forms, natural phenomena, current news, social events).
TH:Cr3.1.5b Use physical and vocal exploration for character development in an improvised or scripted drama/theatre
work.
EQ.1 How do musicians generate creative ideas?

The learners will...
• determine the musical cue. (DOK3)
• dramatize a short scene using character and voice. (DOK3)
• choose movements to portray an action or object. (DOK4)
• create and perform their part of an improvised scene. (DOK4)

Vocabulary
• improvise - the spontaneous, intuitive, and immediate response of movement and speech
• rhythmic pattern - Grouping, generally brief, of long and short sounds and silences
• texture - manner in which the harmonic (vertical) and melodic (horizontal) elements are combined to create layers of

sound
Essential Question
Questioning
Reflecting
Observations
Self-Assessment
Lesson / Instruction / Narrative
Expectations
Good Morning, Fifth Graders! Let’s begin with our Art greeting! (See Slide) During art class our art attitude matters, Ms. Doyleand I
have three expectations of you:

1. Always do your best.
2. Respect others
3. Take care of materials

After discussing the expectations and kinesphere, modeling, and checking for understanding, explain the consequences for not
following the expectations - a warning and a time-out. Discuss the Artists' Habits, Performing Arts, vocabulary, and I Can statements.
Teach ready position with instruments.

Context / Purpose
In Performing Arts, we will work together to create a fun and safe space for performing. Today, we will use a little bit of
dance, music, and theatre to get to know each other and learn to collaborate. Discuss the why artists collaborate, why is
a safe space important, etc.

Warm-up
Let's warm-up dance,music, and theatre!
• THEATRE - Turn to an elbow partner, using only the alphabet (or numbers), and tell your partner about yourself. Don't

forget to use plenty of vocal inflection, expression, and body language!
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• DANCE - With your partner (or table), select one theme: colors/foods/cars/games/weather/movies/?? Then take turns
improvising a movement that expresses your favorite one of the selected theme. See if they can guess what you are
doing. Make sure you use the theme your partner/group agrees on so they can have an easier time guessing!

• MUSIC- Create a sentence about yourself in which every word begins with the same beginning sound as your name.
Turn to your elbow partner again. Sing it to your partner to the tune of "Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star," "Mary Had a Little
Lamb," or other familiar tune. Example: Ms. B brings balloons before birthdays.

Follow along with the Google Slides presentation. Use the get-to-know-you warm-ups. Encourage all to act/dance/sing.
Everybody performs.

Rehearsal/Performance
Simultaneous Imitation/Reaction Training

• Have students walk in a circle to the middle temple block as the teacher plays quarter notes. Have students stop when the teacher stops playing. Practice until they can do so safely.
• Next level: play the highest tone at eighth notes and have students tiptoe. Alternate between tiptoe and walking by changing between eighth notes on the high block and quarter notes on the middle block.
• Next level: play half notes on the lowest block. Assess whether students change their speed and effort to match the tone. Switch between blocks and rhythms and see if students can respond appropriately.
• Cue students: “Everybody - clap your hands!” and play the tambourine at eighth notes. Add the tambourine/clapping sound to the list of cues.
• Cue students: “Other way!” while playing the tubano at the same time. As students become aware of the instrumental cue, stop speaking.
• Next level: Have students clap and walk at alternating times, at the same time, or with the tambourine outlining the meter.
• Next level: play patterns in a meter of three
• Next level: switch between duple and triple without warning
• Next level: try meters of five, seven, or nine.
• Next level: let a student take charge.

Art Class Rules

With these complementary rhythms, I review rules one at a time. Depending on grade level, I can teach any skill from
steady beat to anacrusis to whole notes to orchestrating a rhythmic ostinato with body percussion or instruments. They
also can serve as a gentle reminder when more than one student forgets classroom expectations.

Opportunities for Student Collaboration
• Find a way to perform your ostinato that involves locomotor and nonlocomotor movement.
• Find a way to perform your ostinato with unpitched percussion.
• Find a way to perform your ostinato where not everybody is doing the same motion.
• Perform your ostinato in a round.
• Add another rule to your group’s performance and perform them simultaneously.
• Create another rule and add body percussion to that rule.

Allow groups 5 minutes to rehearse their part of the performance. Creative expression is encouraged. Allow enough time
for groups to perform the entire story drama.

That was terrific! Now, please return to your bubble. Let's prepare to clean-up by following our clean-up procedure. (See
Slide) Have students follow the outlined procedure.

Student Self-assessment / Reflection
How do performing artists make creative decisions? Think about the goal you made today and tell me how you met your
goal.
Extensions to Group Work once sharing has happened.
• Questioning - what did you notice? Value? Wonder?
• Replicating - can your group copy what their group did by the time their performance is finished?
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• Joining - how can we take everybody’s performance and make it into a whole-class experience?

End with ASL Goodbye
Formative Assessments

Kinesthetic Practice
Rehearsal of concepts taught during lesson and imitated or self-initiated to create or improve upon for informal in class
performance
Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Signals
Movement to signal understanding. Hand signals such a Thumbs-Up, Thumbs-Down; Point and Identify

Instructional Strategies
s Monitor Progress
s Get Moving - Physical Activity
s Work Together
s Expectations
s Check for Understanding

Materials / Resources / Technology
AC Expectations / I Can poster / Google Slides

Temple blocks, tambourine, tubano

Differentiation / Modifications
ELL and/or special needs students may be buddied with another student to assist or given the option to draw their ideas or express them in their own
language.

Physically challenged students can always be accommodated (e.g., the students can move to form a group by grouping around the student in a
wheelchair, or participate with modifications made to the movement -using only upper body).
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